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We used process-based, invertebrate drift- and drift-feeding net rate of energy intake (NREI) modelling to assess 

the flow requirements of brown trout in a New Zealand river and compared the predictions with traditional 

hydraulic-habitat (WUA) modelling. Measured drift concentration increased with flow, consistent with passive 

entrainment, and we were able to predict the positive pooled drift concentration—flow relationship exhibited by 

7 of 8 taxa with a drift transport model that included an entrainment function based on shear stress. Trout 

abundance predicted by the NREI model for the constant drift concentration scenarios were asymptotic or linear, 

depending on concentration, increasing through the mean annual low flow (MALF) (17 m
3
/s) The predicted 

abundance—flow relationships based on flow-varying drift concentration increased logistically, and more 

steeply, through the MALF and beyond. The WUA—flow relationships indicated maximum WUA at 10–11 m
3
/s 

and 22 m
3
/s, depending on which of three sets of habitat suitability criteria were used in the hydraulic-habitat 

model. WUA appears to underestimate the flow needs of drift-feeding salmonids, and it is time that assessments 

of habitat capacity and instream flow needs of these, and other drift feeding, fish is influenced by the principles 

and predictions of drift–NREI models. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Since its development in the 1970s, hydraulic-habitat modeling within the framework of the Instream Flow 

Incremental Methodology (IFIM) has become the most widely used and accepted method of assessing flow 

requirements to maintain fish populations [1]. Hydraulic-habitat models marry water depth and velocity 

predictions made by a hydraulic model, with fish frequency- or density-based habitat suitability criteria (or 

curves) (HSC) for these hydraulic, and other physical, habitat variables (e.g., substrate and/or cover) to predict 

weighted useable area (WUA). WUA—flow relationships are most sensitive to the empirically derived HSC but 

these have been found to vary between rivers, flows, seasons and with drift food abundance [2, 3], and the 

method does not explicitly address the linkage between fish habitat and the invertebrate food supply [4].  

Drift-foraging models were developed in recognition of the limitations of traditional hydraulic-habitat 

models for drift feeding fish and the need to incorporate aspects of food acquisition in a fitness-based assessment 

of habitat selection. These models estimate net rate of energy intake (NREI) as the difference between gross rate 

of energy intake (GREI), adjusted for losses to waste products, and swimming costs associated with foraging [5]. 

Most applications of drift-foraging models have assumed that drift concentration is uniform spatially and 

with respect to flow [6], but drift concentration can vary spatially and increase with flow [7]. Hayes et al.’s [8] 

process-based drift-foraging modeling approach is unique in accommodating space- and flow-varying drift 

concentration, and it also accounts for drift depletion by feeding fish. This method is more complex and 

expensive than traditional hydraulic-habitat modeling, but offers greater ecological realism. We compared 

predictions of the flow requirements of adult drift-feeding trout made by the Hayes et al. [8] drift-NREI model 

with those made by a traditional hydraulic-habitat model in a New Zealand river. An associated objective was to 

determine whether background (non-behavioural) drift concentration varied with flow and could be predicted, 

and the consequences of flow-varying drift concentration for NREI model predictions relative to those based on 

constant drift concentration. 
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2 METHODS 

2.1 Hydraulic-habitat modelling 

The study was undertaken on a 520-long reach of the Mataura River, South Island, New Zealand, where the 7-

day mean annual low flow (MALF) is 17 m³/s and the median flow is 46 m³/s. One-dimensional hydraulic-

habitat modelling was done with RHYHABSIM (http://www.jowettconsulting.co.nz/). Habitat—flow 

relationships were simulated over the flow range 5-32 m³/s for three sets of adult brown trout habitat suitability 

criteria developed on three moderate-sized New Zealand rivers (2.8–4.6 m³/s at the time of sampling) and two 

large rivers, the South Platte, Colorado (7–18 m³/s) and the Clutha River, New Zealand (> 100 m³/s) (Figure 1).  

2.2 Process-based drift and NREI modelling 

Hayes et al’s [8] drift transport—NREI modeling process begins with a hydraulic model upon which a drift 

transport model is run to provide a habitat—food template which is interrogated by a drift foraging model. The 

drift model accounts for advection, diffusion, invertebrate settling velocity and rate of entry from the bed. We 

calibrated taxon-size-specific entry rate by varying it to provide the best match between predicted and measured 

diurnal drift concentration, with drift being sampled over a 6-cross section x 3 lateral-position drift sampling 

array (18 samplers) at 5 flows on natural flow recession (flow range 15–32 m³/s). In a subsequent study we 

added an entrainment function to the drift model to predict background drift concentration as a function of flow 

from shear stress, calibrating the entrainment function for each taxon-size combination against the measured 

spatial drift concentration data at one flow.  

The drift-foraging model was based on Hughes et al. [9] and was an updated version of that used in Hayes et 

al. [8]. The additional functionality included: velocity- and turbidity-dependent prey capture efficiency, and costs 

of intercepting prey in the faster water surrounding the focal point—rather than simply applying focal point 

swimming costs. The drift foraging model predicts the cross-sectional foraging area of a drift feeding fish and, 

with data on drift concentration, water velocity, and prey capture probability, it estimates the prey capture rate of 

the fish. Fish abundance and locations are predicted by designating a NREI threshold that has biological meaning 

(e.g., sufficient for a fish to maintain body condition (NREI = 0 J/s) or spawn annually (0.6 J/s for ~50cm trout)). 

As each virtual fish is positioned in the modelling reach, the drift model is re-run from that point downstream 

accounting for drift depletion by the feeding fish. Depleted drift is replenished by entry of invertebrates from the 

bed and by diffusion. Total fish abundance for the reach is then predicted over a simulated flow range. We 

included a partial sensitivity analysis aimed at understanding the influence of varying the level of constant drift 

concentration and the NREI fish placement threshold on the predicted fish abundance—flow relationships. 

3 RESULTS 

Measured drift concentration increased with flow, consistent with passive entrainment, and we were able to 

predict the positive pooled drift concentration—flow relationship exhibited by 7 of 8 taxa with the version of the 

drift transport model that included an entrainment function based on shear stress. The exception was sandy-cased 

caddis, which exhibited decreasing concentration with flow. 

The WUA—flow relationships indicated maximum WUA at 10–11 m
3
/s or 22 m

3
/s, depending on the HSC 

applied in the hydraulic-habitat model (Figure 2). Trout abundance predicted by the NREI model for the constant 

drift concentration scenarios were asymptotic or linear, depending on concentration, increasing through the mean 

annual low flow (MALF) (17 m
3
/s) ((Figure 3). Increasing the level of constant drift concentration increased the 

elevation of the asymptotic predicted fish abundance—flow relationships (i.e., more food = more fish), and also 

altered the shape of the relationships. The trout abundance—flow relationship for flow-varying drift 

concentration with the NREI ≥ 0 .5 threshold for fish placement was very different. It increased logistically, and 

more steeply, through the MALF and beyond, with no evidence of an optimal flow over the modelled flow range 

(Figure 3). The elevation and steepness of the predicted fish abundance—flow relationship for flow—varying 

drift concentration also increased when the NREI threshold was reduced to 0 (i.e., more lower-conditioned fish 

can be supported than high-conditioned fish). 
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Figure 1. Adult drift-feeding brown trout water depth 

and velocity suitability criteria used for predicting 

WUA and CSI (unweighted Combined Habitat 

Suitability) for: A) three moderate-sized New Zealand 

rivers [10]; B) South Platte River (K. Bovee pers. 

comm. –  site and methods in Thomas and Bovee 

[11]); C) Clutha River [12].  

Figure 2. Adult trout drift-feeding WUA—flow and 

CSI—flow relationships predicted by HSC sets A 

(solid line), B (short dashed line) and C (long dashed 

line) for the Mataura modeling reach. Dotted vertical 

line indicates the 7-d MALF.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. NREI model predicted trout abundance—flow relationships for constant drift concentration estimated 

at 19, 25 and 32 m
3
/s with a fish placement threshold of NREI  ≥ 0.5 J/s, and for flow-varying drift concentration 

with fish placement thresholds of NREI  ≥ 0.5 and > 0 J/s. Vertical dashed line indicates the 7-d MALF (17 

m
3
/s). 

4 DISCUSSION 

Our study confirms the need to integrate space and food with the flow-dependent process of invertebrate drift 

transport in the assessment of instream flow needs of drift-feeding fish. Because traditional hydraulic-habitat 

modelling can’t do this, WUA underestimates the flow needs of drift-feeding salmonids. Our NREI modelling 

indicated that the relationship between fish abundance and flow is an emergent property of flow-dependent drift-
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foraging dynamics interacting with flow-dependent drift concentration and drift (energy) flux, local depletion of 

drift by feeding fish and flow-related replenishment of drift from the bed and dispersion. 

The NREI model is not a population model, it simply makes at-a-flow predictions of carrying capacity (for a 

fish size class), which might apply if flow was constant. However, the population response to flow is not 

instantaneous over a varying hydrograph, where benthic invertebrate density (and related drift concentration) is 

continually varying seasonally and as a consequence of flood disturbance followed by accrual. Predicted trout 

numbers should be regarded more as an index of the profitability of flows for drift-feeding which should be 

related to observed abundance and growth. 

The partial sensitivity analysis of the drift-NREI model showed that relativity between the predicted fish 

abundance—flow curves is not maintained over different constant drift concentrations, and when the fish 

placement NREI threshold was varied in the flow-varying drift concentration scenarios (i.e. the shapes of the 

curves differ). This, and the fact that predicted fish abundance increased over the modelled flow range for flow-

varying drift concentration, highlights that no single flow can be identified which provides for trout flow 

requirements. This contrasts with the WUA—flow curves, especially that based on the Hayes and Jowett [10] 

HSC. Instead the drift—NREI model is best used to identify a range of flows delivering various levels of 

protection depending on fish placement NREI threshold and range of plausible drift concentrations. The effects 

of flow alteration are then best expressed as relative, rather than absolute, change in predicted fish abundance, 

NREI or growth potential.  
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